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CONNECTED MINDS
The Teaching and Learning Newsletter from TKAT ESSEX

READ ALL ABOUT IT! FIRST ISSUE
Connected Minds is all about pedagogy. Nothing more and nothing
less! Here you will be informed, inspired and most of all made to
think...hard.
Packed full of all the great work which happens across TKAT Essex.
CONNECTED MINDS gives insights into what makes classrooms (and
gyms, and labs and fields, and workshops and drama studios) effective. It is full of news and feature about how each school within
TKAT Essex is developing teaching.
This term has been as busy as ever with each school developing
slightly different aspects of their teaching but all under the umbrella
of making students really “think”.
Hylands have been developing the way in which they “Connect” with
students as soon as they come in so that they are forced to think
from the start of the lesson. King Harold have been experimenting
and working on “thinking devices” such as “Conversion” and
“desirable difficulties” while Debden Park High School have been
further developing students resilience, reflection and inquisitiveness.
At the heart of each school is an unrelenting focus on teacher learning and the development of “what works”. Through Debden Minds,
Hylands Ignite and KHA cognition sessions along with learning
communities staff collaborate to; think, design and implement
teaching practices which will impact significantly on student learning
and achievement.
Collaboration between the schools has already begun and will continue to develop over the coming years. Rather excitingly the Joint
Professional Learning day on the 6th November will be an opportunity for the three schools to join together in order to look at the
challenges of “Expanding Minds”

Enjoy reading, any comments or questions please direct to
Ian Tilbury
itilbury@dphs-tkat.org

In this issue:
Find out :
 How and why King Harold have created a “Thinking House”
 How Debden Park uses a Venn Diagram to focus pedagogy on
 How Hylands are inspiring and challenging students from the very start of
lessons
 How staff at King Harold are developing their practice
 How a teachers display on metacognition at Debden Park High
School has become an internet hit
 How a display using Mcdonalds Chip
boxes can foster students metacognition and help with feedback
 How changing a marking stickers language can improve student responses to feedback

 Changing when change is hard: How
Trade Cards can keep your teaching
alive
 How Hywel Roberts can you help students learn accidently
 Next issue—Want to be in it?

“When teachers stop learning,
so do students”

King Harold COGNITIOn
Take a look at King Harold's “Thinking House”. What a great way
to think about the most effective things to develop teaching!
Research by Professor John Hattie has
shown that time and again Meta-cognition,
Feedback, Peer Tuition and Collaborative
learning are very likely, if done well, to have
the largest impact on student learning and
achievement!
King Harold staff have been developing their
expertise at getting student to think “metacognitively” for example by
Using a the desirable difficulties of
“Transform” “Reduce” and “Prioritise”
So, for example you would
use these when students
are studying any content—
this increases the difficulty
but really makes students
think...

If you want more information on
these thinking devices and ways
to help student remember through
desirable difficulties the book to
read is “Make it Stick” by Brown,
Rodiger and Mcdaniel.

Similar to King Harold, Debden teachers have been working on what has been shown to have the largest impact
on student learning. They have been developing how
they make students more; Resilient, Reflective and Inquisitive”
They have been doing this by working on the Activate
phase of the Accelerated Learning Cycle
The Venn diagram left is like King Harold's “Thinking
house” it helps focus all teachers on the pedagogical
aims of the school.
Debden has been trying out a new Feedback sticker as part of a new revised and
improved marking and feedback policy:
The purpose of the new sticker is to make is
clear and obvious what student have been successful with “Your successes” and then instead
of “Even better if” the language has changed to
“Your stretch and Challenge”
The idea of this language change is to put
more responsibility onto students. This coupled with students and staff encouraged to use
different ways of responding to feedback
(Corrections, Reflections, Redraft, others) this
already have a positive impact.
Staff are reporting that it is easier, and more
effective, and they are getting better responses
from students.

Among many techniques being developed to make the activate more active
Debden Park staff have been inspiring and activating student through
“Teacher in Role” week
In English for example students had to
question the “Policeman” and “Mrs
Lyons” from Blood Brothers.

Hylands teachers have been developing one phase of the
Accelerated Learning cycle. The “Connect” phase. They
have been working on how to engage students right from
the start of the lesson with activities and tough learning
objectives and questions.
This question in Rob Loyes (Head
of English)classroom was spotted:
“Is Tragedy Redundant in modern
Society? Does the spectacle lose
its ability to inspire pity and fear
when mass media has desensitised its audience?”

Challenging questions are at the
heart of what Hylands staff are
developing.

Staff during an Ignite session taking part in a “silent conversation”
in order to create some great
“Connect” activities.
This is also a great technique to
increase dialogue and thinking
in your classroom! Just get
students to debate but by responding in writing!
Another great technique “Word
wall”
Used during another ignite session:
Simply have lots of subject/ topi
words on the board as student
enter—then the fun and thinking
can begin!

How we are developing our teaching...
Each issue will feature a different set of teachers giving a quick update on how they are developing their
teaching. This Issue it is the turn of staff from King Harold:

“I make sure I am consistently giving thinking time to
students. They have got used to it quickly and now a
wider range of students can give more thoughtful answers to questions” - Lucy Muir

“… I have used think, pair, share a
lot more. I use it in every lesson now
and also random questioning to make
sure every student is made to think” -

Katie Lee

“I have used the speaking frame we were shown
by Rebecca Heather, this has helped my students to articulate their ideas before writing
them down” - Raniska Tente

“ As a staff we are adapting and developing out
practice in light of what we know works—so we
are constantly thinking about how we make students think. We are developing our toolkit of ideas
and habits”
Paul Greendale - AHT Teaching and Learning

YOUR LOGO HERE

Spotted far and wide
across …

Laura Sandland Jones from Debden Park High School has made quite a stir on Twitter
this term with her “Meta-Cognition” display in her classroom. With 57 Retweets and
78 likes with a total 10701 impressions this great display has practically gone viral!

When you consider the Education Endowment fund
state that strategies that effectively develop students
meta-cognitive abilities can add up to 8 months ambition
learning it is no wonder everyone wanted to use Laura’s
display!

Similar to Laura’s display, spotted at
Hylands were these Laminated Challenge sheets on desks in Maths—
students have to write down a challenge for themselves for the lesson!
In addition challenge walls in classrooms prompt students to think about
their thinking!

Peer tutoring is one of the big hitters in
terms of what research has shown to improve student achievement. At Debden this
was spotted being used to great effect.
Peer then turned into collaborative learning—another technique which can have a
huge impact on achievement and learning!
- Note this lesson was very well structured
with students understanding their role in
their own and others learning.

This interactive display as spotted in
the classroom of Jemma Stanley at
DPHS is a combination of both Meta
-Cogntion and feedback!

Student create their own top tips in
the form of chips under specific
headings, then they use them as
feedback to help the whole class!
Mclovin it!
For more information on how you can do
more of the things which research says
works check out the education Endowment funds at :
www.Educationendowmentfoundatiton.org

Feature:
Changing when change is hard...
Be honest, we all think we are great. In many ways we are. Teaching is a tough job, hugely rewarding,
mostly fun, and often down right bizarre. Changing our habits is tough. We do things as teachers that
are very successful. But as Dylan Wiliam (Professor of Education) says:

This is true, who doesn’t want to improve? But it is hard. For example if you have ever tried to “just” increase the time you give to students to think about a question you have asked before picking a student or answering it yourself you will know how difficult it is to get
out of the habit of not leaving enough wait-time.
You know that increasing wait– time will be beneficial to your teaching and your students, it makes sense. You want to improve your
questioning and you are aware of it. But will and knowing are not
enough, this is why so many “bad habits” are so hard to break.

However, if you want to introduce new and better habits and techniques to your teaching ( and who wouldn’t want to do that?) below
are some top tips on how to do this.

“It is easier to act your way into a new way thinking than to think your way into a new way of acting”

Think about that for a moment…
If you wish to introduce a new aspect to your teaching repertoire that you believe will improve your
teaching you can’t just “think”. You have to act. So for example, if you know that one of the things
you want to improve is student independence from you try out techniques which would force you into
not intervening in student learning too soon. For example:
1) No teacher talk—Just instructions
2) Use the count down clock—but instead of student time call it “No teacher time”, students monitor
it; you cannot intervene in the time you have set aside for “No teacher time”
3) Students as questioners
4) Sit with the class, do the task with them—forces you to keep occupied
5) Have a staff “buddy” who pops into your lessons and watches you and corrects you—live

Switch, by Dan and Chip Heath is one of the best books on “change management” if you want to change your teaching and or students (or indeed
anything in life which is hard) and improve it, read this book

Feature:
Changing when change is hard...
Trade Cards and
Change...
Below are some Trade Cards to
help you make students think
more… without your input.

The Trade Cards are a great way to help you change your teaching, for the
better. They give you very quick and easy to do techniques which you can try
out. But unlike a book or a course or something that you’ve seen a colleague
do they don’t have to fade from memory. Keep them in your room, put them on
your monitor screen, on your fridge! In your lunch, anywhere to help you act
into a new way of thinking. Give them to students and ask them to give them
to you when you have forgotten, or when you reverted back to your “go to”
strategies and techniques.

Book Review… helping Students learn accidently
If you

ever get the chance to see Hywel Roberts speak, do. Simple
as. Having seen him at the Festival of education last year I agree
with Paul Greendale who, after attending the same talk stated “Give
me a year 8 class now so I can teach them like Hywel said was possible”
I say talk, but really it was more of a stand up crossed with the most
powerful message in teaching and that is ; you can get kids engaged with fun and have them bouncing off the walls and learning,
and learning deeply all at the same time.
In Opps—Helping Children learn accidently Hywel gives incredibly practical advice on how to use all sorts of strategies to engage
students in learning and thinking. Peppered with real life examples
you will be itching to put the book down and race into a lesson. It
really is that good!
In the next issue there will be more updates
on all things pedagogy from TKAT Essex.
Including:
•
•
•

•

A special feature on Google classroom
and Google
Shout outs form staff at Hylands.
Top tips on helping students revise for
the upcoming Mocks along with how to
maximise effective feedback to them!
In -depth Teaching in Role feature

If you have something amazing to share, or you are aching
to get an idea out there please
email itilbury@dphs-tkat.org

If you haven't heard of him where have you been living? More interesting stuff than seems possible.
Check out @DavidDidau

Follow the ongoing teacher development:
@TKATLEARNING
@DEBDENTEACH
@Hylands_Accelerate

For more in– depth ideas beyond a
picture and 140 characters see my
blog at:
https://itilbury.wordpress.com/

